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FEATURED - CCS RECIEVES 'SUPERIOR' RATING
CCS has received a “Superior” rating for December for our technology partner at
their data center site in Ohio. We're excited to be starting the year with such
great feedback from our partner. Our team received the following kudos from
our partner's site contact:

"Every month, my vendors are graded from [partner] and for
December CCS received a Dark Green which is superior!
Thanks for all your hard work
and all that you are doing!"
I am incredibly proud of our site team who is led by Director of East Coast
Operations, Corey Umberger, and Site Supervisor, Kathleen Hye. Our
partner is elated to have CCS as a trusted partner.

Mark Gonsalves
VP, Data Center Services
mgonzales@cleanroomcleaning.com

CONTAMINATION 101 - MEET OUR DIRECTOR OF QA
We are excited to share our knowledge of common
contamination issues and solutions we find in facilities
like yours. We have asked our Quality Assurance Director,
formerly a Food Drug Administration (FDA) Officer, to help
us share what she has seen.

Common Life Science Facility Issues:
Controlled space cleaning, why is it so hard to get right?
Controlled spaces vary from cold rooms, biosafety cabinets, and multilevel clean rooms that can vary in
height and square footage. Choosing the right solutions, equipment, and time frame for your cleaning
process can be tricky.
By partnering with CCS, we can work collaboratively as a team to determine what will best suit your needs.
We can help you choose the right solutions by analyzing your environmental monitoring data and
speciation reports. Reviewing this data can result in major cost savings when recommending the proper
cleaning equipment and solutions you need to purchase.
We can help develop procedures for your cold rooms, biosafety cabinets, and other pieces of equipment.
Walking through your facility with a subject matter expert on cleaning can help determine the proper flow
of equipment and employees.
How do I determine the correct schedule?
Cleaning schedules can be a daunting task; by using the proper solutions, established workflow, and
environmental monitoring data, CCS can scale up or scale back the cleaning performed at your site.
Pre-cleaning and post-cleaning static-environmental monitoring data are key in determining the correct
schedule for your cleaning needs.
As your company continues to grow and the use of your controlled spaces
increases, environmental monitoring data will help determine if a scheduled
change is needed.
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Documentation was it done? And done correctly?
"Perfection is not attainable, but if we chase perfection, we
can catch excellence" – Vince Lombardi, NFL Coach

Take a moment to watch Jennifer
Johnson's introductory video!

Working with the CCS Quality Assurance team, we can create
forms that are clear, easy to follow, and allow for minimal
errors. While working for the FDA, I knew I would not find
“perfect” documentation. If I did, I knew something was
wrong. With our partnership, I would like to help you achieve
excellent documentation.
As you know, CCS is here to be your resource.
For this reason, please reach out to us with your facility &
industry-specific questions today!

KUDOS - GENOMICS PARTNER
One of our employees, Carmen Duenas, received exemplary kudos and a
bonus from our genomics partner in Northern California. Below is an
email we received from their Facilities Operations Coordinator:
"We would like to acknowledge Carmen for all her contributions to our
facility. She has been an amazing addition to our team and is greatly
appreciated by everyone on her staff."
Our client is impressed with her commitment to providing phenomenal
service. This is the highest quality of compliments CCS can receive from
our clients.

Carmen Duenas
CCS MicroCleaner

YOU ARE THE POWER - NATIONAL LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Over 70 team members from the Executive Leadership, Business
Development, Marketing, Corporate, and Operation teams attended
our first-ever virtual National Leadership Conference! The conference
was held over Zoom from December 8th through the 11th. Although
our members are from different regions of the nation, it was a fantastic
experience collaborating with each other and ending 2020 on a great
note.
From introducing future company plans to employee goal setting and
discussing sales & marketing strategies to culture initiatives, our team is
ready to take on the next year with the new programs and goals.
The conference was extremely successful and we are thrilled to make
2021 our best year with the best team ever.

STAY
CONNECTED

Due to the changing realities of today's work environment, ensuring employees and partners are kept up to date with
the latest information is more important than ever before. CCS is releasing monthly briefs, "CCS Connect", to our
partners to ensure they know how CCS is handling highly specialized situations with our process and what our plans
are to ensure proper execution of services. If you would like to stay connected with CCS and our updates, please visit
our website for more information and subscribe to our emails! Thank you for being a valued partner of CCS.
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